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kotlin plugin updates will also make the kotlin plugin able to work with the latest kotlin version. until now, the plugin users were stuck with using the latest kotlin release candidate or the next kotlin preview build
when they wanted to develop with the latest kotlin release, which sometimes have not included all the fixes and new features users may expect. as of intellij 2018.2, users can choose between stable intellij builds,

which include new features, or the latest experimental kotlin builds, which tend to include fewer features and fixes but are more likely to be closer to the final release. beginning on march 16, intellij idea will provide
a refreshed set of updates to the kotlin plugin, with the latest plugin builds based on intellij 2018.2, jetbrains' second major update of the intellij platform in the past year. many of the new language features available

in the plugin as of this point are based on what became the standard release of the intellij platform in intellij 2018. this intellij platform update will include the standard java 10 language support in addition to the
kotlin 1.3 language support available in intellij 2018.1, dolgikh said. beyond simply bringing new language features, the intellij platform update will also include key improvements to java and kotlin tooling and

refactoring capabilities. with the scavenging analyzer, intellij idea recognizes the beginning of the search expression (the regular expression) of the source code file you want to analyze and sets it aside. after you
press the analyze button, intellij idea analyzes the source code in the current project and shows the refactoring as it is performing the analysis. the analysis results will be shown in the refactoring tasks pane. intellij

idea analyzes the source code in the current project and shows the refactoring as it is performing the analysis.
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intellij was part of the acquisition. it makes sense in hindsight. it was free for end users of the ide. that's the key question. do end users actually value free software? (aside: i think they do. see previous comment.)
there are lots of reasons to create your own software. maybe your idea is just not good enough. or maybe you feel that your idea is important, and that's why you're starting your own company. maybe you want to

make sure that your software can compete with big companies that can quickly build their own. however, this year, the third year of the kotlin plugin, jetbrains intends to also distribute major bug fixes to plugin users
by distributing new kotlin releases, dolgikh said. currently, the release cycle for the kotlin plugin is largely driven by jetbrains' release cycles for the intellij platform, which in turn is driven by the availability of new
versions of java and groovy. in order to achieve even more of a smooth kotlin and the intellij platform release cycle, jetbrains has done a few things to address that for the 2018 edition of the plugin. first, jetbrains

has made the kotlin plugin able to receive bug fixes independently of the intellij platform releases. users can download fixes for only the kotlin plugin directly from jetbrains' download page. because the plugin is built
upon the intellij platform, the kotlin plugin comes with the platform itself and benefits from all its new features, so users are also able to receive any updates for the intellij platform as well. the core intellij platform
has had a stable release schedule for a few years now, so this is great news for jetbrains and users of the intellij platform. in order to keep the old stable versions of the intellij platform available, jetbrains will only

distribute new versions of the intellij platform to the new intellij community 2017.2 release, which includes most of the changes that were made to the intellij platform in 2017 for intellij 2018. 5ec8ef588b
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